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On the Finite Subgroups of Connectée! Lie Groups

William M. Boothby and Hsien-Chung Wang1)

1. Introduction. According to a beautiful theorem of C. Jordan [7], a finite
linear gronp F of degree n, that is, a finite subgroup of GL(n, C), has a normal
abelian subgroup A whose index in F is bounded by a number k (n) depending
only on n and not at ail on F. Thus, roughly speaking, the nonabelian part of a
finite group of n x n complex matrices has only a finite number of possible
forms. More precisely, every sueh group is an extension of an abelian group A
by a group F/A of bounded order; A must, up to a similarity, be just a group of
diagonal matrices.

A remarkable analytic proof of this theorem was given by Bieberbach [1],
and was subsequently much simplified by Frobenius [4], [5], who obtained
estimâtes for k(n) later improved by Speiser [9], Thèse proofs make use of the
fact that GL(n, C) is a linear Lie group, employing, for example, the matrix
algebra. The authors&apos; main purpose in this note is to establish Frobenius&apos;

resuit by using intrinsic properties of compact Lie groups so that it will give
Jordan&apos;s Theorem for the finite subgroups F of an arbitrary connected Lie
group 6r. Moreover, with the help of an intégration formula of Weyl, an
intégration formula for the bound of the index is given.

To describe our results, let G be a compact Lie group and © its Lie algebra.
Dénote by 0 the totality of éléments X in © such that the absolute values of

the characteristic roots of Ad X2) are ail less than —-. Define U exp Q and

k(G) ju(G)liu(U) where ju is a Haar measure of G. The main results can be

stated as foliows :

I. Let M be a connected Lie group, and G a maximal compact subgroup of M.
Each finite subgroup F of M has a normal abelian subgroup A whose index in F
is not greater than k(G).

II. Let G be a local direct product Gx- G2- • (?a • T of compact connected

simple Lie groups Gl9 Ga and a toral group T. Then k(G)
s • k(Ad Gt) • à; (Ad G2) • • k (Ad Ga) where s is the number of connected

components of the center of G.

III. Let G be a compact connected simple Lie group of rank r, ocl9 oci9 ,ar
et System of simple roots, and /S m1oc1 -f m2«2+ • • • -\- mr(xr the maximum

1) This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under contracts GP-89
and G-24154.

2) Throughout this paper, Ad dénotes the adjoint représentation of the group while ad dénotes
that of the Lie algebra.
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root. Dénote by s the order of the center of 0, and dénote by D the domain
{&amp;! &gt; 0, ot2 &gt; 0, &lt;xr &gt; 0, ft &lt; 1/12} and regard every root a as a junction of
oclt a2, &lt;xT. Then

^ 2(dlm 0-r) H ,_S (nsitfTl^doC! d&lt;Xr

where the product FIsin2jr# extends to ail the positive roots oc of G.
We also, as an example, carry out the intégration for the case 0 Sp(r)

and express &amp;(Sp(r)) in terms of a déterminant.

2. Some résulte of Frobenitts. For the sake of completeness, we shall, in
this section, first use geometrical language to redefine some concepts of
Frobenius and then re-establish some of his results in an intrinsic manner.

Let F be a complex vector space of dimension n with positive definite
hermitian form h(t-,rj),i;,rj€V. Considering F as a 2n-dimensional real euclidean

space, we can define the angle &lt;£(f, rj) between two non-zero vectors f, rj
in F. This angle is always assumed to lie between 0 and jr, and is given by the
formula

cos &lt;(S,ri) Reh(S,ri) I (\(\\ri\)

where Re dénotes the real part, and |f| Vh(Ç, |), \rj\ yh(rj, rj) dénote
the lengths of |, rj respectively.

Let S be the unit sphère in F and U (n) the group of ail unitary
transformations. The group U(n) acts on S effectively. Since the angle &lt;£ (£, rj) is a

metric on S (in fact the ordinary spherical metric), the real-valued function d

over U(n) X U(n) defined by

d(X, Y) sup &lt;(Zf, Tl), X, Y c U(n)

gives a two-sided invariant metric on U(n). The right-invariance follows from
the définition while the left-invariance from the fact that &lt;£ (X£,Xrj)

&lt;£ (f, rj), X c U(n), £,t}€8. Therefore

d(E, XY) d(X~\ Y) ^ d(E,X~l) + d(E, Y) d(E, X) + d(E, Y), (2.1)

where E is the identity transformation.
Let XeU(n) and {eiê\ eiê*, e**«} be the set of distinct characteristic

roots of X. Choose the ê&apos;s so that — n&lt;^^n and define

,|:j 1,2, ...,*}.
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The angles êl9 &amp;t will be called the phase angles of X. We shall verify
that d(E, X) &amp;(X). For this purpose, let us dénote by Vj the eigenspace
of X with eigenvalue e**? (note that #, ^ êk for j yé Je). Then

F Fx 0 F2 ® 0 F,, A(F,, Ffc) 0,7 # Jfe.

For any veetor Çe8, we write f f i + f a + • • • + f« with f &gt;e F&quot;*- Then

and then

cos

costf(Z)

where ||,| dénotes the length of f,. It follows that &lt; (f, Zf)
whence d(E, X) &lt; iï(X). On the other hand, #(X) |#m| for a certain m,
and when feSflFTO we then hâve &lt;£ (f, Zf) |#J #(Z). This implies

X) ^ ê(X) and therefore

d(E,X) (2.2)

We see that although a particular hermitian metric on F was used above,
and hence d(E, Z) do not dépend on this choice. We also note that the

above statements remain valid for a closed subgroup of U (n) which will be used
below.

Frobenius Lemma. Let X,YeU(n) and [X,[X, Y]] E where

[X, Y] XYX^Y&quot;1 dénotes the multiplicative commutator opération. If
&lt; then X commutes with Y.

Prool. Let Vx, Vs be the eigenspaees of X with eigenvalues qx q8

Then Wt Y(V^)9 W8= Y(V8) must be the eigenspaees of the
transformation T Y X Y&apos;1. Denoting by V\ the orthogonal complément of Vt,
we hâve F Vj®V&apos;r From the hypothesis, X commutes with T and so

T(V9) Vi9 T(Vr7) V\. It follows then W, {W, n V§) ® (W, n F,&apos;).

But #(F)&lt; J&gt;^C(fir{)&lt;J, for ail vectors |. Therefore Jf,nFj
W§Ç\V§, whence ^ V, because theyn Fj 0, and
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hâve the same dimension. Now X and T hâve the same set of eigenspaces
corresponding to the same eigenvalues. Thus X T, or what is the same,
XY YX.

Remark. Frobenius proved this resuit under the weaker assumption that
the phase angles &amp;1, #2,..., ê9 difFer from one another by an angle less than n.
However, this foliows as an immédiate conséquence of the above version. In
fact, if | êj — êk | &lt; n for ail ; and k, there exists then a central élément Z of

U (n) (i. e., scalar unitary transformation) such that ê(YZ) &lt;-«-. Applying
Â

our proposition with YZ taking the place of Y, we obtain X(Y Z) (YZ)X
wheneeXF YX.

3. Two Lemmas. Let G be a compact Lie group and ® its Lie algebra.
The linear adjoint group Ad 6?, being compact, may be regarded as a

subgroup of the orthogonal group 0(n) acting on the real Lie algebra ©,
i. e., it leaves invariant a euclidean (symmetric, positive definite, bilinear)
inner product on ©. Let F be the vector space over the complex numbers C

obtained by extending the field of scalars of ©, and let h be any positive definite
hermitian form on F whose restriction to © is the inner product left invariant
by Ad G. Then if U (n) is the group of linear transformations of F leaving h

invariant, 0 (n) and its subgroup Ad G are imbedded as closed subgroups of
U(n) and the results of the previous paragraph (in particular, (2.2) and the
remarks following it) apply to Ad G acting on F. Thus the fonction

d(Ad x, Ad y) ê(Ad xy~x), x,yeG

is a two-sided invariant metric on Ad G. Now define ê{x) #(Ad x), xsG.
Then ê is a real continuous fonction over G with 0 ^ &amp;{x) g n and

ê(x) ^(x-1), êiyxtr1) «(*), *(»«) #(x),ê(xy) g #(x) + â(y)

for ail éléments x9 y of G and ail z belonging to the center of G. The last ine-

quality follows from (2.1) and (2.2).

Lemma 1. Let G be a compact Lie group and x,yeG,ê(y)&lt;-^- If
[x,[x9y]] belongs to the center Z of G, then [x,y]eZ where [x,y]
dénotes the commutator opération in the group.
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Proot. Let X Ad x, Y Ady. Then ¦&amp;(Y) &lt; ~ and [X, [X, Y]] E.

From the Frobenius Lemma in § 2, we hâve X Y YX, or what is the same,

[x,y]eZ.
This Lemma can be sharpened. We are, however, content with it since

any improvement will not help us in the study of finite subgroups of G.

Lemma 2. Let G be a comjxict connectée Lie group, and q the global metric
induced by a two-sided invariant RiEMANman metric on G. Then for éléments

x, y and e identity in G)

e(e9 [xiy])^2(siniê(y))Q(e,x).

Proof. We will dénote by h the invariant scalar product in © which gives
rise to the metrie q on G, and we dénote by \\X\\ the length of a vector X with
respect to h. Now choose X, Ye(S such that

x exVX,y exp Y, \\X\\ Q(e, x)9 \\ Y\\ Q(e, y)

We use hère and below the fact that the geodesics through e are exactly the
one-parameter subgroups. Due to compaetness any point can be joined to e

by a géodésie whose length is equal to the distance from e. If we take

x(t) exp tX, U(t) (Ad x(t)) Y\ u(t) exp U(t),

0^ t^ 1,

then u(t) is a curve in G joining y to xyx~x. Let l be the arc length of this curve.
From the définition of q we hâve

g(€, [x,y]) Q(y, xyx-^^l.

Now let us give an estimate of l. For this purpose, we write x(t) exp tX
and then u(t) x(t)yx(— t). The formula

dxjdt LxU)X Rxit)X
implies that

dujdt Lx(t)Ryxi_t)X-Lx{t)vBxi_t)X - Ad x(t). Ly (^ - Ady1) • X.
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Combining this with the fact that the scalar product in © is left unaltered by
both left and right translations, we hâve3)

and then
X

r

du
dt

du
dt

(E -
1

*-/
0

{E — Ac

- Ad y-1

l y~x)X ¦

dt

Now Ad y1 is a rotation in ©, and by using the normal form of a rotation,
it is easy to check that

Since 11 X | | g (e, x), this gives

Q(e, [x, y])£l£ 2(sin

The Lemma is thus proved.

x).

Remark. With y fixed and x varied, 2 sin \ ïï (y) is the supremum of the ratio
g(e,[x,y]) I ç(e, x), and therefore Lemma 2 cannot be further improved. To

see this, we choose XsG such that the angle between X and (Ady)X is

exactly &amp;(y), and put x (s) exp#X. Then

lim

4. A Theorem. Let G be a compact, connected Lie group with Lie algebra
©. For each 0 &lt; c &lt; n, we dénote by Qe the totality of X e © such that ail the

characteristic roots of ad X hâve absolute value less than c. Set

Evidently
Ua exp Qc, We {xeO: c}

Ut

(Adg)(Qc) Qe, Uc c Wc,gsG.

8) We wish to thank the référée for a shorter proof of this formula.
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Both Uc and Wc are open in G (since exp is an open mapping), and Uc is conneet-
ed. Since the closure Qc of Qc is compact, exp Qc is compact. From the
fact that Uc (exp Qc) f] Wc, it foliows that Uc is not only open but closed
in Wc. Therefore Uc is the connected component of Wc which contains the
identity.

Let us consider Uc Uc, ,c&gt;0,c&apos;&gt;0,c + c&apos;&lt;tî. Suppose x exp X,
y exp 7, XeQc, YeQc&gt;. Then

#(exp tX- exp t Y) ^ #(exp tX) + &amp;(exp tY)^c + c!

O^t^ 1

and then exp tX • exp £ Fg W^+c&apos; f°r a^ ^ w^h ^ ^ ^ 1
• This implies that

xy exp JST • exp Y lies in the connected component of Wc+C, which contains
the identity, or what is the same xyeUc+c,. Hence we hâve shown

UCUC. c Uc+C.. (4.1)

In what follows, we need the following simple property of commutators.

(4,2) Suppose 0&lt;c&lt; n/2 and yeUc. If the commutator [x,y] belongs to the

center Z of G, then [x, y] — e.

Prooî. Let us décompose G into the local direct product Gs • ZQ of its semi-

simple part G8 and the identity component of the center Z. Then we hâve a

corresponding Lie algebra décomposition © © 8 + 3 • Dénote by Q&apos; the
totality of X e ©8 such that ail the characteristic roots of ad X hâve absolute
values less than c, and Uc° exp C?/. Then Qc Q/ + 3, and Uc U*Zo.
Writing y uz with ueU8c, zeZ0, we hâve

[x,y]
Therefore [a;, y] belongs to the intersection of U£c and the center of Gs. But
G8 is semi-simple and 2 c &lt; tz, and so this intersection contains only the identity.

It follows that [x, y] — e. (4.2) is thus proved.
For each compact and connected Lie group G, we define k (G) /u (G)/ju, UnfB)

where jbt is a Haar measure on G. Evidently k (G) does not dépend on the choice

of^and k(G1xG2) k(G1)k(G2).
Now we are in a position to prove one of our main results.

Theorem 1. Let M be a connected Lie group and G a maximal compact
subgroup of M, Then each finite subgroup F of M has always a normal
obelian subgroup A such that the index of A in F is not greater than k(G).
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Proof. We note then any two maximal compact subgroups of M are eon-
jugate. Therefore, without loss of generality, we can assume that F a G.
Let Ue hâve the same meaning with respect to G as above. We shall show that
Ao F n Unjz is a commutative set. To see this, let x, yeA0 and consider the

séquence of commutators

From Lemma 2, #(e, a;n+1) ^ (2 sin \ïï (%))(){&amp;, xn) and hence q(e, xt) &lt;£

^ (2 sin | # (a:))*q (e, y) Since F is finite and 2 sin | # (a;) &lt; 1, there must be an
n such that

Q(e, xn+i) 0, [a;, [a:, arn.J] [x, xn] xn+1 e.

Let w xn_2^~1^n-2- Then u x~1xn_1 and then

[x, [x, u}] [x, [s, a;-1^^]] a:&quot;1 [a:, [a;, xn^x]] x c.

Since #(i£) ^(a:&quot;1) &lt;tt/3, we hâve, from Lemma 1 and (4.2), [a:, w] e,
whence xn e. By repeating this process, we show successively that a^.^

e, xx e. Hence xy yx and Ao is a commutative set. The sub-

group A generated by Ao is then abelian. But Unjz is invariant under the adjoint
group, and so A is a normal abelian subgroup of F.

Let bxA, b2A,..., bQA be the totality of cosets of A in F. When i ^ j,
b^biÇA. For simplicity, we set U UnJt. From (4.1), UJJ-1 c l7w/8. The

q open sets

bxU,b2U, ...,bqU

must be disjoint, for if bi U f] bk U ^ 0 ^&apos; 9^ h, we would hâve bJ1bkeU U~x c t/w/8

and then by1bkeA, which is impossible.
Therefore

and
indexé q ^ ju(G) I ju(U) i(6?).

The Theorem is thus proved.

5. Some properties oî &amp;((?). In this section, we shall establish a Theorem
which reduces the problem of Je (G) for a gênerai G to that for simple Lie

groups G.
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Theorem 2. Let G Gt- G2- • (?a • T bethe local direct product of compact
connectée simple Lie groupa Gly Ga and a toral group T. Then

k(G) sk(AdGl)-k(AdG2)- ifc(Ad &lt;?J

where s dénotes the number of connectée components in the center Z of G.

ProoL Let G&apos; Ad G and p: G-&gt;G&apos; the projection. Dénote by Zo the
identity component of the center Z of G. Then s is the order of the quotient
Z/Zo. Suppose U Unt%, Q Qn/6 hâve the same meaning as in the first
paragraph of § 4. Let U&apos; and Q&apos; be, respectively, the counterparts of U and Q
for the group G&apos;. Since ker p Z, (dp) (Q) Q&apos; and p(U) U&apos;. It follows
then that UZ p^W). Suppose

Z

From the fact that UZ0 U, we hâve

p-ifl/&apos;)^: UZ z1U\jz2Uu \Jz8U.

This union is a disjoint union. Suppose zt U f\ z} U =£ 0 Then z^z^eU U-1 c Un/Z.
This means that we can choose le Qn{3 such that z~^xz, exp X, and then
E Ad z^z} exp (ad X). But ail the characteristic roots of ad X hâve
absolute values less than tt/3 and so the above equality implies ad X 0. In
other words, X belongs to the center 3 of the Lie algebra ©. Hence zjxz7 e ZQ

and so i j. The union z^U U U z8U is therefore disjoint. Let /(bea
normalized Haar measure of G. Then we hâve

MP-HU&apos;)) £Uii(ttU) s?{U).

The set fonction jbtr ja^p-1 is evidently a normalized Haar measure of
G1 and so

h(G&apos;) - llp&apos;{Ur) l/s^U) k(G)ls.

Since Ad G 9* Ad Gx x Ad (?2 x x Ad Ga, we get

Ga).

6. An intégral formula for k(G). From Theorem 2, to calculate &amp;((?) for a
gênerai G, it suffices to calculate k(G) for simple compact Lie groups. In this
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section, we shall express it in terms of an ordinary Riemann intégral. For this
purpose let us recall some known results about compact semi-simple Lie groups
[8], [10], [11].

Suppose that G is a connected and compact semi-simple Lie group of rank r,
and © its Lie algebra. Take a maximal toral subgroup H of G, and dénote by

&lt;r&gt; the Lie algebra of H. Restricted to &lt;r&gt;, the exponential map is a homo-

morphism of the additive group § onto the multiplicative group H. The
kernel of this homomorphism is a lattice y in §. Let ±ç&gt;i,±&lt;P2&gt; •••&gt;:£ &lt;pm,

2m dim G — r be the roots of © with respect to £). They are linear forms on

§ taking integer values on y. It foliows that cos 2ncp^ e2nl&lt;pi are functions on
£&gt; mod y, and hence they can be regarded as functions on H. In fact, for xeH,
the characteristic roots of Ad x are precisely

i,i, ...,i,6 e * 6 e %

Let r

ç (x) 4W II1faml sin2 n (pi (x)

and dg, dx be the normalized invariant volume éléments of G, H, respectively
(Le., J dg J dx 1). Then, for any class function / over G, we hâve

G H

G H

where w is the order of the Weyl group [8], [10].

For later application, we find it more convendent to express J f(g)dg in
G

terms of intégrais over §. To do this, we take a fundamental région P of y in

§, and take an invariant volume élément dX of the additive group § such that
J dX 1. Then
P

G P

where /, £ are functions on § given by

7 /(expZ),

Theorem 3. Let G be a compact, connected simple Lie group of rank r.
Suppose ocl9 (xr to be a system of simple roots and /? m1oc1 + m2oc2 +
+ + mrocr the maximal root. Dénote by s the number of éléments in the
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center Z of G, by D the domain {oc1 &gt; 0, ocr &gt; 0, m1oc1 + +
-f- mrocr &lt; y-g}, ana* regard each root oc as a function of &lt;xl9 ocr. Then

k(G) s 3J &apos;•

where, in the product II sin2 noc, oc runs through ail positive roots,

Proof. From Theorem 2, it suffices to prove the formula for the case
G Ad G. Thus we can assume that G has a trivial center. Then

P {X e § : | &lt; oc a (X) &lt;Z&gt; l,j 1,2, r}

is a fundamental région of y in £&gt;. Suppose that dg, dX hâve the same meaning
as before, and Q Q^/6 is the totality of X in © such that ail the charac-
teristic roots of ad X hâve absolute values less than^/6. Let U Unp exp Q
and ju be the normalized Haab measure of G, Then by Weyl&apos;s intégration
formula, we hâve

Let R {Xe$&gt;: \&lt;p(X)\ &lt; ^ for ail roots &lt;p}. Then P n Q R.
We find it convenient to divide R into subdomains. For this purpose, let
Ci, C2J •, Cw be ail the Weyl chambers. Up to a change of index, we can
assume

C1= {Xs^:ocj(X)&gt;O,j 1,2, ...,r}.

WThe union Ci U C2 U U Cw is disjoint and $ E d U C2 U UC
where, as well as in what follows, the symbol &quot;=&quot; means ucoincides up to a set
of measure zéro&quot;. It follows then that R U^U (R (1 Ct) and

-jrJTK =^-1 S Q(X)dXlw.

The Weyl group 0 leaves invariant both the function £ (X) and the set R.
Therefore the sets R n Cx, fî fl C2, R f) Cw are équivalent to one another
under 0, and we hâve then
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Using the fact that any positive root &lt;p is of the form 9? Eqt oc4 with qt &lt;, mti
i 1, 2, r, we see that R f)C1 D and q (X) 4mi7sin2 noc where
2m dim G— r and the produet IIsin27toc extends to ail positive roots a.
Hence

By considering alt...9(xr as fonctions over §, the difFerential r-form
doc1 docr (more precisely its absolute value) is an invariant volume élément of
§ with J docl dotr 1 and so we ean take it to be our dX. It follows then

p

(a 4m J J FI sin2 ?r&lt;x da! docr.

Theorem 3 is thus proved.

7. k(G) for the symplectic group. As an example, we shall aetually earry
out the intégration for the case G Sp (r). Let us first establish a lemma.

Lemma. Let ft, /2, /r 6e integrable functions in one variable, and

A det

Then

where

J § A2dxt d!a;r r! det

//«(«)/,

Prooî. For every permutation (jl9 jr) of (1, 2, r) let e(jx, ;2, jr)
dénote 1 or —1 according as the permutation is even or odd. Then

A* ,...,^) fh (xr) f^ (xr)

where the summation extends to ail pairs of permutations (/i&gt;7*i&gt; •••&gt;?V)&gt;

(ki, k3, kr) of (1, 2, r). It follows that
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a a

J J A2 dxx dxr
o o

y c a * \ g (b b \ à a a^j,k E V/l&gt; • • • &gt; Jr) e \K1&gt; &apos; • • 9 Kr) ILix &amp;! ^j2fci * * &apos;

293

irkr

where

i, ...,?V) det

Since Z&gt;(7\, 7V) is skew with respect to (7*1, 7V) we hâve

r!D (1,2, ...,r) r! det

Ar
The Lemma is proved.

Now let G be the symplectic group of rank r. We can choose coordinates
xx, xr in § such that {± 2^, ± ^ ± »*

&apos; j &lt; fy is the totality of roots.
Then [2]

OC 1 Xx X2 OC 2 #2 *^3 J • • • J **n—l ^n—1 Xn&gt; ^n ~ ^Xn

form a fondamental system of simple roots with

P 2x1 2o1 + 2h%+ + 2ocn_1 + an

as the maximal root. In terms of x&apos;s the domain D in Theorem 3 becomes

0 &lt; xn &lt; xn_x &lt; 24.

When G — Sp (r), we know that s 2 and the produet 4W 77 sin2

(2m dim — r) is the square of the déterminant [11, p. 59]

A 2T det

Therefore

sin ^sin 4:7tx1 sin

sin sin

sin
sin

sin
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Any permutation of the eoordinates xl9 xr leaves the integrand unchanged.
It follows then

where D&apos; {0 &lt; xj &lt; ^, ; 1,2, r}. Applying the above Lemma, we
hâve

Cu c12 • • • clr
^21 ^22 • • • ^2f

k (Sp (r))
4rdet

cri

with ckk (kn — 6 sin (kn/ft)) /48fcjr, and for j ^ k,
c* K? + k) sin ((7 -*)*/12) - ij-k) sin ((j + É)^
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